Digital video stabilisation is useful to improve the viewing experience of shaky videos and eases further processing such as segmentation, encoding and restoration. In this paper we present an adaptive, low-latency video stabilisation technique targeting real-time applications for home video and broadcast content viewed on a mobile platform or TV. We stabilise videos by shifting each frame inversely to the measured 2D translational jitter which is computed coherently along the estimated dominant motion layer. This allows our technique to stabilise a wide variety of sequences, including the difficult case of zooming. Our smoothing filter preserves intentional motion and keeps a low latency throughout the processing. We propose an extension of our technique to remove rolling shutter artifacts and include a logo detection process to stabilise TV footage (e.g. news, sports) while preserving static areas. We compare our approach to existing methods and show its potential on several sequences captured casually with smartphone cameras and TV content.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, usage of video acquisition devices has dramatically increased. Nowadays anybody can easily record high quality video sequences on mobile devices. But home videos often remain hard to watch due to undirected camera motion and image shakiness. Indeed amateur videographers seldom use mechanical stabilisation apparatus (e.g. tripod, dolly or Steadicam) to maintain their lightweight handheld device steady.
Home videos that record precious memories cannot be summarily discarded. Improving that content by enhancing its camerawork has thus been a motivation for digital video stabilisation [1, 2, 3] . Although optical stabilisation can be implemented on video cameras, software approaches offer more flexibility and are less expensive. The latter usually consist of motion estimation, motion compensation and image rendering [4] . A review of each step follows.
Inter-frame motion is more often represented in the 2D image plane (translational [5, 3] or affine [2] models) than in 3D space [6] that necessitates complex structure-from-motion. Global motion parameters are usually computed from local motion cues obtained by Feature Tracking [2, 7] , Block Matching [8, 3] or Optical Flow [9] . Robust parameter fitting is necessary to account for outliers and model shortcomings [2, 3] , although video analysis can be bypassed by exploiting built-in motion sensors on smartphones [10] . * This work was done while Félix Raimbault was an intern at Sony.
Motion parameters are then used to compute a transformation that compensates for unwanted motion so that the remaining intentional motion in the video is directed and smooth. It corresponds to low-pass filtered input motion (with Gaussian [1] , IIR [3] or Kalman [2] filters) or is fitted directly to the noisy camera path (using smooth parabolic or linear models [6, 7] ). Adaptive filtering [3] is necessary to preserve deliberate, long-term global camera movements.
The last step, image rendering, reveals unknown areas at the frame borders that should be taken into account (minimised upstream [6] , cropped out [5, 7] , or filled by mosaicking or motion inpainting [1] ). Distortions can also be explicitly minimised [6] . After stabilisation, remaining motion blur (unrelated to the rendered camera motion) can be removed to further improve the sequence [1] .
Rolling shutter is a row-by-row acquisition mode for inexpensive CMOS cameras causing additional wobble distortions in shaky videos. To correct these artifacts (treated as structured noise in [6] ), the video can be transformed as if all rows were imaged at the same time by computing motion parameters that vary according to image row [9, 10, 7] . Global motion is estimated from several correspondences within each frame, with additional regularisation [9] , interpolation [10] , or both [7] . Each scan-line can then be aligned so that the resulting global motion is the smooth intended motion.
All techniques described heretofore displace On-Screen Display (OSD) along with scene pixels when compensating for jitter on TV content. We propose to integrate logo detection [11, 12] in our framework to detect and maintain static OSD (e.g. logos) unchanged. A logo is assumed to be static and persistent, thus its contour can be detected by computing gradients on a time-averaged frame. Morphological operations then follow to extract the logo area. Geometric or temporal constraints can also be enforced to reduce false detections [12] . Animated or semi-transparent or logos [11] are harder to detect as a greater amount of change in the background is necessary.
Overview: We present a video stabilisation system with integrated logo detection and rolling shutter correction. In Sec. 2.1 we detail our novel translational dominant motion estimation that enables treatment of a wide variety of camera motions, including zooming which remains difficult using prior techniques [5, 3] . In Sec. 2.2 we present our adaptive IIR low-pass filter retaining intended motion while removing high frequency jitter by combining motion classification and on-line drift correction. The filter parameters can be tailored to the desired system latency, making it suitable for real-time applications. In Sec. 2.3 we extend our technique to attenuate rolling shutter artifacts via motion interpolation. The method does not need calibration to estimate active time of the sensor [9] but works on a smaller class of videos. In Sec. 2.4 we add logo detection to stabilise TV content while leaving static OSD unchanged. To the best of our knowledge, logo detection had never been integrated Fig. 1 . Left: motion histograms (with the DMV indicated in red) are displayed along with the DML outliers as red pixels superimposed on frame intensity. Moving objects are consistently removed even when they become large. Right: motion smoothing and drift correction.
with video stabilisation before. In Sec. 3 we present our results and a comparison with Youtube's stabiliser [7] , the Deshaker 1 plug-in for Virtualdub and MotionDSP's vReveal 2 , before concluding the paper.
VIDEO STABILISATION
Our system builds on existing Local Motion Estimation (LME) to compute inter-frame motion. We use 3D hierarchical Block Matching with integer pixel precision (similar to [3] ). Other techniques can be employed although quantisation may be needed to keep computation tractable for subpixel valued vectors such as Optical Flow field. The block-based backward motion field (from time t to time t − 1) is noted BMVt in the next sections which describe our method.
Dominant Motion Estimation
Motion estimation for video stabilisation should allow estimation of the jitter that stems from camera unsteadiness. But camera motion is more constraining to estimate than dominant motion, which can be a combination of both camera and apparent object behaviour.
Our dominant motion estimator iterates over computation of Dominant Motion Vector (DMV) and Dominant Motion Layer (DML) to remove outliers such as moving objects and texture-less areas (for which LMEs usually fail) as illustrated in Fig. 1 , left. We use 2D translational DMV as in [3, 5] , for computational simplicity and to forbid frame distortion. Global motion is estimated via maximum of motion histogram in [3] . We compute the vector corresponding to the centre of mass of the histogram instead, with subpixel accuracy (see Fig. 1 , left) and verified experimentally that our approach allows stabilisation of a broader variety of camera movement, especially zooming, for which translational models either fail or require a complex by-path [5] . The DML is represented as a matrix DMLt which elements are valued from 0 for outliers to 1 for inliers, allowing for partial membership.
We compute the backward DMV as a weighted sum of local backward motion vectors in BMVt:
Where H is the motion histogram, obtained by accumulating weights Wt in one bin for each motion vector v = (dx, dy) and normalised to sum to 1. We use a Gaussian spatial prior Wg to give more importance to vectors close to the centre of the frame as they are more likely to belong to the DML. Element-wise multiplication yields the total weights Wt = Wg · DMLt. Elements of DML0 are initialised as 1. At the current frame Ft, vectors in low-textured areas are weighted out by We, thresholded norm of intensity gradients, yielding a first estimate of the DML, DML 0 t = DMLt−1 · We. Then for n = 1 to Niter we successively estimate the DMV according to Eq. (1) and update the DML as:
The update step consists in blending the previous DML estimate with the current detected motion inliers (with β = 0.5), a binary matrix
2 . This thresholding operation weights out vectors that do not participate to the DMV computation while enforcing robustness to inconsistencies in edge detection and inaccurate inliers. In our experiments we found that Niter = 1 is enough to remove most of the influence of moving objects (e.g. the tram in Fig.1, left) , while not pruning too many vectors in degenerate motion cases (such as zooming). To completely remove the influence of points that are the more likely to be outliers, we set DML values below 0.25 to 0. Similarly, to fully account for points that belong to the DML, we set values above 0.75 to 1.
The goal of DML estimation is twofold: pruning outliers and enforcing temporal consistency of the DMV. When a moving object comes closer to the camera, its motion can be estimated as the dominant one with techniques such as [5, 3] , thereby possibly causing jitter to be wrongly estimated, which can generate artifacts (sudden jumps of the image) in the stabilised output.
Motion Compensation
We then decompose the DMV into intended (i) and unwanted (u) motion as DMV(t) = DMVi(t) + DMVu(t). The unwanted motion is used afterwards to estimate the amount of correction needed to stabilise each frame. The intended motion, assumed to be directed and smooth, is estimated by temporal low-pass filtering of the DMV. We use a two-step filter, made up of averaging and IIR filter:
The averaging step gives DMV(t) = 1 p+k+1 t+k s=t−p DMV(s). For real-time applications a causal filter is needed, so k can be set to 0. We found that using only the next frame improves the stability of the system while keeping a low latency, so we set k and p to 1.
To follow more closely intentional motion, we adapt the IIR filter parameter α depending on motion statistics [3] : intentional motion energy Ei(t) = | where we set T = 1 (or 0 for a causal filter, at the cost of higher delay in adaptation) and N = 7 (using less samples at the start of the video), and similarly the unwanted energy is
We use motion classification as in [8] where the motion regime Rt can be either temporally correlated if both Eu(t)/Ei(t) < K1 and Ei(t) > K2 or random-like otherwise. We set K1 = 0.5 and K2 = 3. At valid regime transitions, i.e. Rt−1 = Rt and Rt+1 = Rt, we lower the value of α from αmax = 0.9 to αmin = 0.5 in two frames, with intermediate value αmed = αmax+α min 2
, and then increase it back to αmax likewise (ignoring regime transitions occurring while α is modified). The idea is to follow intended motion changes while maintaining a smooth motion otherwise. Motion classification and adaptation of α are done independently on X and Y dimensions.
The current amount of jitter is ∆u(t) = t s=0 DMVu(s). As can be seen in Fig. 1 (top right) , the smooth intentional dominant trajectory ∆i(t) = t s=0 DMVi(s) can drift from the gross displacement ∆(t) = t s=0 DMV(s) due to motion vector integration in Eq. (3). To avoid this we monitor the amount of drift between the two curves: ∆ d = ∆u(t − 1) + DMV(t) − DMVi(t). If |∆ d | > θ d then we modify the intended motion vector as follows: DMVi(t) = ∆u(t − 1) + DMV(t) − sgn(∆ d ) θ d and update the unwanted motion accordingly. Impacting drift correction on the intended motion allows for smooth correction, as the rectification is taken into account by the low-pass filter (see Fig. 1 , bottom right). Drift correction is performed independently on X and Y dimensions, with θ d set to 5% of the frame width and height respectively.
To render a sequence that preserves intended motion while removing the jitter, each frame Ft is shifted by −∆u(t) using bilinear interpolation. For computational efficiency reasons, and similar to [5, 7] we crop out the unknown pixel information revealed at the borders according to the maximum compensation θ d , which can be tuned by the user to balance the desired amount of smoothing and image loss. In the following section we propose an adaptation of our system to correct rolling shutter distortions.
Rolling Shutter Correction
To attenuate rolling shutter wobbles we extend our technique by interpolating samples of the DMV for each scan-line of frame Ft (of height h). We divide BMVt (of height hMV) into Nslices = 15 slices (of height hslice = hMV/Nslices) on which we apply the method described in Sec. 2.1 to obtain a sample DMVslice(k) at each slice (see Fig. 2 ). Slices have an overlap of hslice/2 for smoothness. To retain global outliers information we average the slice-based DMLs with a full-frame DML. Edge information is computed for the whole frame, but we use slice-based spatial Gaussian priors. We also found useful to prune outliers more aggressively, so we set Niter = 2.
The DMV at each scan-line s at time t is computed as a mixture of sliced-based DMVs (we follow the idea of [7] to use Gaussian weights for interpolation, for its flexibility and robustness):
Where Ks is a normalising factor, σ = 3h N slice , c k and λ k are the middle row and the sum of DML values (normalised to add to 1) in the k th slice, respectively, and S is the set of valid slices (for which λ k ≥ 1 2N slice ). As in [9] , the motion of each row is aligned to the intentional motion DMVi at the mid-frame scan-line (temporal smoothing follows Sec. 2.2).
Logo Detection
To stabilise shaky TV videos while preserving static OSD we incorporate a logo detection mechanism to our system. Similar to [12] we detect persistent edges on a time-averaged frame (see Fig. 3 ):
Where γ is defined as in [12] . Our novelty is motion detection with a threshold θm = 10 so as to accumulate frames that provide sufficient background difference to re-enforce static edges only, thus avoiding false detections. Stabilisation starts at frame tstart = 11 to allow time for logo detection to converge. We combine binary edge maps obtained on each colour channel of F t with logical OR as the use of colours instead of intensity only improves logo contour detection [11] . To extract the logo area we apply dilation to merge groups of pixels followed by binary hole filling. Then small or thin objects (less than θ l = 1000 pixels or with a rectangle bounding box with width or height below θr = 30 pixels) are pruned. We also remove objects which centroids lie in a region of low motion magnitude M t = 1 2
2 < θc and 0 otherwise. M tstart−1 is initialised as Mt start−1 . We deem an object static if the sum the values of M t in a 3 × 3 patch around its centroid is below θc = 2. Combining motion cues with image features can help prevent false detections (e.g. when there is no logo in the video) and possibly cover a larger range of OSD. Once pruning is done, we perform erosion 3 to obtain the current logo map.
The logo map can be unstable for semi-transparent logos over low contrast background, and false detections can still arise even after pruning spurious objects so we check whether detecting a logo improves stabilisation of the current frame in a post-matching process. Once a logo map is estimated, a stabilised frame is rendered by globally correcting for unwanted jitter as in Sec. 2.2 while keeping the detected static area unchanged. We render the stabilised frame in three cases: using the current logo mask, using the previous logo mask and using a no-logo mask. Then image area at each logo object in the previous logo map (or in the no-logo map) and in the current logo map (or in the no-logo map) are compared in the current and previous frames. The current logo map is updated depending on which configuration yields the minimum Mean Absolute Difference, viz. logo from previous, current or no-logo mask (see Fig. 3 for an illustration of the post-matching process). Uncovered areas around logos are filled in by copying non-logo data from the previous frame aligned to the current one with DMVi and from the current frame.
RESULTS
We tested our technique on a variety of real sequences, acquired with different smartphone video cameras and containing various camera motions: static, pan, tilt, zoom, dolly. We also experimented with broadcast footage of sport events containing logos. To assess the gain in smoothness in our results we compare Interframe Transformation Fidelity (ITF) [4] before and after stabilisation. We also measure the missing area (MA) necessary to fill if cropping is not used, as a percentage of the total frame area. The videos and our assessment can be viewed at http://www.sigmedia.tv/Misc/VS2012.
Vid. 1 contains large moving objects that can generate errors in motion estimation in techniques where moving objects are supposed to be small [5] (see the vReveal output). Our technique is able to estimate the DMV of the background (see the DML video) and allows for accurate stabilisation. Vid. 2 contains zooming, which yields a multimodal histogram that fools motion estimation techniques such as [3] where one mode is selected as the DMV in a temporally inconsistent manner, which can generate jitter in the output. In our technique, the DMV is a combination of modes, centred at zero, with variations generated by the jitter that can thus be smoothed out. A costly 2D optimisation step is used in [5] to obtain usable translational parameters under zoom. Vid. 3 contains panning and shows the ability of our technique to follow intended camera motion so as to generate as little missing area as possible. This is important to minimise errors in image filling during future developments.
Rolling shutter wobble is well attenuated by our approach in Vids. 4 and 5, but severe distortions in Vid. 6 are not corrected as well as [7] by our simple approach. Our scan-line alignment procedure is not suited for sequences with motion along the optical axis (or zooming), in which case fallback would be necessary (wobble is hardly noticeable under zooming). Vids. 7 and 8 contain logos that are maintained unchanged by our technique while prior methods move them along with the picture content (see the competitors outputs). Even with our crude hole filling mechanism the sequences are more pleasant to watch. False detection can occur on sequences without logos, which should be avoided in future developments.
In general the Youtube Stabiliser performs the best, even though a few errors in warping that distort the output can be noticed (see Vids. 1 and 5) and static segments can look unnaturally immobile. Deshaker performs well although efficient rolling shutter correction needs camera parameters which can be hard to obtain. The vReveal stabiliser has problems with large moving objects and cannot correct rolling shutter wobbles. None of the competitors maintain logos stable in broadcast sequences. Unlike those competitors, our technique works on-line so we think it achieves satisfying stabilisation. Fig. 3 . Our logo detection system with an illustration of the benefits obtained by using the post-matching procedure described in Sec. 2.4.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a video stabilisation system that is flexible enough for real-time applications. Our novel translational dominant motion estimator shows that the motion model does not necessarily need to represent the scene's exact global motion. As long as the estimated model is time-consistent, unwanted jitter can be identified based on the dominant motion layer. The jitter can then be removed by frame shifting, yielding a stabilised video. We have shown that our technique can be combined with rolling shutter correction by using motion interpolation to further stabilise wobbly videos. Integrated logo detection allows our technique to successfully stabilise TV content while preserving logos. For full-frame stabilisation and to improve hole filling behind logos it is necessary to consider video completion techniques such as the one mentioned in [1] .
